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Abstract:
Operation Trinity, the in-space expedition to gather experimental data to
test the Project Trinity hypothesis1, was a success. A Sleeper Trinary Hub
was detected, its Sleeper defense forces defeated, and the Sleeper
databases within, hacked and breached. There was sufficient data
available to perform meaningful analysis of the Sleeper datastructures, and
these were compared with the Trinary Data sample provided by General
Stargazer, which had been acquired from the Jovian Admiral Ouria, several
years ago. The data, and the preliminary analysis, has been forwarded
along with this report to Hilen Tukoss and Eifyr and Co, for their review and
commentary.

Moira combat reconnaissance vessel Scimfaxi approaching wormhole.
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Full Project Trinity details available on Arek'Jaalan public database.

Overview:
In YC 105, an Admiral of the Jovian fleet distributed advanced
technology to a third party in the Stain region. This resulted in what came to
be known as the Ouria Incident, as the Admiral in question defected from
the Jove empire, making him a pariah to the interstellar community.
CONCORD would assign a 100 million isk bounty to his head, substantial
in pre-inflation rates, and eventually the Admiral was hunted down and
destroyed2 by capsuleer forces.
The result of this conflict were various pieces of unusual Jovian
technology, not the least of which were several segments of Trinary Data,
information otherwise incompatible with the datastructures of the nonJovian human races. Around five of these pieces of Trinary Data still exist.
Moira pilot General Stargazer came into possession of one, through
participation in the events at the time, and has made it available for the
needs of Project Trinity.
The true significance of these items would become known only
through the ongoing mystery regarding the disappearance of Professor
Burreau, who was attached to a CreoDron research team investigating the
Sleeper civilization in w-space, in YC 111. In YC 113, the pilot of a combat
reconnaissance vessel detected the presence of several Helios-class
covert ops frigates, and proceeded to destroy them, believing them to be
used by an enemy corporation. One of these Helios-class craft, apparently
registered to Professor Burreau, contained a piece of Trinary Data, which
was unfortunately destroyed in the resultant explosion.
This posed several important questions. Up until this point, Trinary
data was a format used only by the Jove Empire in their ships’ systems.
The fact such an item would be located within the hull of a CreoDron
Corporation Helios, with the capsuleer pilot of said Helios missing in action,
immediately required an investigation into a possible link between the
Jovians and the Sleeper civilization.
Project Trinity was created to test the following hypothesis: that the
Sleeper civilization is indeed related to the present-day Jove Empire,
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Public historical databases [http://wiki.eveonline.com/en/wiki/Year_YC105]

explaining the use of Trinary Data both on Admiral Ouria’s ship, and on
Burreau’s Helios.
Operation Trinity, the combat reconnaissance expedition launched to
accomplish the goals of Project Trinity, is the primary focus of this report.
The report will outline the methodology used in data extraction from the
targeted Trinary Hub, as well as the data analysis used to investigate the
hypothesized correlation between Sleeper and Jovian trinary data
structures. Finally, the report will provide commentary and preliminary
conclusion based on the experimental evidence gathered during the
expedition.

Methodology:
Moira combat reconnaissance forces deployed to a classified Class 4
w-space system for long-term observation and expeditionary operations for
Project Trinity. The targeted facility, a Frontier Trinary Hub, is a fairly
common signature that can be detected through the Radar EM band. A
control tower was erected with sufficient defences to deter any attack in this
class of system.
Following a week of persistent operations and mapping of the local
wormhole network topology on a cycling 16 hour basis, a Trinary Hub was
discovered on long-range scan by Moira scout pilot Bareon. A combat
reconnaissance team was assembled, designed to withstand any possible
Sleeper counterattack while data extraction was underway. The
configuration of this taskforce included two Guardian-class logistics
cruisers, produced by Carthum Conglomerate, and a variety of directcombat battleships and battlecruisers. A Noctis-class industrial from ORE
was used to provide post-combat salvaging support and cargo transport of
Sleeper technology, as well as field technician teams for on-site
archaeological analysis. A Cheetah-class covert-ops vessel, piloted by
Moira. Combat Specialist Nasin, hacked and recorded the contents of the
Sleeper databases of the facility.
Once the operation was complete, combat forces remained on-site to
deal with any capsuleer efforts to interrupt the operation, or possible
Sleeper surprise attack, until the Cheetah and Noctis were successfully in
warp to the Trinity One firebase.

Moira Noctis-class “Vulture” docking with Trinity One.
Experimental Data:
The Frontier Trinary Hub facility is a unique facility in and of itself,
perhaps the only one within the context of Sleeper radar-class signatures to
be focused around a large Talocan Polestar structure. During Operation
Trinity, positioned above the Polestar was a Talocan cruiser, abandoned
and drifting in space near the facility. Beneath the polestar, arrayed in a
loose planar formation, were the Sleeper databases. The significance of
such a high quantity of Sleeper data in close proximity to a Talocan
Polestar, with no secondary Sleeper structures within sight, is significant,
and portends a greater level of cooperation or connection between the two
civilizations than previously hypothesized. Such concepts, however, are
outside of the scope of this report.
Nasin’s Cheetah successfully breached the protective firewalls of all
Sleeper databases present, and compiled all possible data signatures
within them, looking in particular for otherwise ‘anomalous’ readings, using
the Jove Trinary Data fragment as an example. Archaeological and datainterfacing systems were also deployed on the Talocan Polestar, the
results of which were recorded to the Operation Trinity firebase’s central
computer. Finally, the Talocan Cruiser was salvaged, and a Hull relic was
extracted for use in reverse engineering. Additional data extraction was
performed on the hull for the analysis phase of the operation.

An additional expedition was performed on another Class Four facility
in the same system, an Integrated Terminus. The Sleeper facility at this
deadspace location was analyzed, and hacking modules deployed on it, to
little effect, however. In the end, it was destroyed, and a sample of the
resultant information signature was captured for comparison with the
Trinary Data fragment.
These data, and associated technical analysis, are provided in the
archive attached to this document.

Trinary Hub Facility. Note the Polestar positioned over the Obsolete
Sleeper Databases. On positive z-axis, out of view of camera drone, is the
Talocan cruiser.

Abandoned Talocan cruiser discovered at site.

Moira combat forces engaging Sleeper defences at Trinary Hub facility.

Analysis:
Data captures from the Trinary Hub expedition are shown below, for the
most significant signals. Additional data is available in the archive attached
to this document.

Captured data signal from Trinary Hub databases. Demonstrates apparent
base-three configuration.
As shown here, the signal demonstrates a characteristic three-state
datastructure, once demodulated out of its carrier frequency. This confirms
that the Sleepers do use Trinary data structures as perhaps an underlying

reference or status-update signal, while more standard information
protocols are used for high-bandwidth signal transmission.

Signal locality in time confirmed by autocorrelation transformation and fast
fourier transform. Demonstrates signal as artificial and not ambient
background radiation.
As it was important to verify that the signals captured were in fact artificial
in origin, and not merely cosmic background radiation or other spurious
interference, autocorrelation was conducted. This confirmed that the
signals were indeed periodic, and could be properly separated from the

background noise through standard algorithmic signal processing
measures.
The resultant trinary signal was then compared with the available Trinary
Data fragment from Admiral Ouria’s Eidolon, using alternating asymmetric
trilinear decomposition for three-way data arrays analysis (AATLD) 3. The
results of this analysis were positive, with a high likelyhood of correlation
between the Sleeper datapaterns and the Jovian artifact. However, the
Project Trinity team will leave it to Hilen Tukoss’s research team for
confirmation of these results.
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Detailed description of analysis available on public Arek’Jaalan archives.
[http://wiki.eveonline.com/wikiEN/index.php?title=Arek
%27Jaalan:_Multidisciplinary&stable=0#Methods]

Preliminary Conclusion:
Sleeper datastructures were successfully extracted from the Trinary
Hub facility in the Operation Trinity target system in Class Four space. This
data was then compared with the available Trinary Data fragment acquired
from Admiral Ouria’s vessel. AADTL analysis was performed on the
datasets, and a correlation value computed for the two. This data was then
transferred to Arek’Jaalan’s science team for additional investigation and
commentary.
Additionally, investigation of the Integrated Terminus facility was
conducted, deploying the same methodology as with the Trinary Hub
facility to widen the available dataset. The results of these investigation
were also forwarded to Dr. Tukoss’s team.
An unexpected result of this expedition was the mastery of w-space
wormhole networks. This comprehensive understanding of the probabilistic
distribution of wormhole destinations within w-space dependent on their
location of origin enabled Project Trinity forces to resupply easily with
highsec bases of operation. A more detailed analysis of this is provided in
the Operation Trinity Adjunct Report.
Dependent on Eifyr and Co’s response, a final project report will be
drafted and submitted for consideration to the Arek’Jaalan Project and
interstellar community at large for consumption.
[[Attached: Trinary Hub raw data, lossless compression]]
[[Attached: Integrated Terminus, lossless compression]]
[[Attached: Trinary Hub combat camera drone video]]

